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When the Digital Services Act Goes Global

Anupam Chander*

The European Union’s Digital Services Act (“DSA”) establishes a “meta law”—public regulation of the private regulation conducted by internet platforms. The DSA offers an attempt to balance private technological power with democratic oversight. The DSA will likely prove an attractive model for other governments to assert control over massive global internet platforms. What happens when other countries borrow its approach, in an instantiation of the vaunted Brussels Effect? This Article evaluates the DSA using the “Putin Test”—asking what if an authoritarian leader were given the powers granted by the DSA? The Article argues that authoritarians might well exploit various mechanisms in the DSA to enlarge their control over the dissemination of information, and, in particular, to target the speech of critics.

The European Union’s Digital Services Act (“DSA”)\(^1\) represents the most comprehensive effort by liberal democratic states to regulate content moderation by internet platforms. The DSA requires internet intermediaries such as social media, hosting services, online marketplaces, app stores, and search engines to adopt a wide array of measures designed to ensure transparency and reduce harmful material. Because these companies regulate the actions of their users, providing or denying service, amplifying or dampening speech, the DSA seeks to regulate how these

* Scott K. Ginsburg Professor of Law and Technology, Georgetown University; Visiting Fellow, Berkman Klein Center’s Institute for Rebooting Social Media, Harvard University. I’m grateful to Pam Samuelson and Martin Senftleben for inviting me to participate in the stellar Berkeley symposium on the Digital Services Act, and to Eric Goldman, Florence G’sell, Martin Husovec, Daphne Keller, and my student Chris Haines for insightful comments, Christine Vlasic for helpful research assistance, and Marley Macarewich and the Berkeley Technology Law Review team for excellent editing. All views expressed herein, and all errors, are my own.

\(^1\) Regulation 2022/2065 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 Oct. 2022, on a Single Market For Digital Services and Amending Directive 2000/31/EC (Digital Services Act), O.J. (L 277) 1 (EU) [hereinafter Digital Services Act]. The Act could perhaps more precisely be described the “Digital Intermediary Services Act,” as it does not govern all digital services, but rather only internet platforms that serve as intermediaries for other goods and services. Recital 6 of the Act provides, “This Regulation should apply only to intermediary services and not affect requirements set out in Union or national law relating to products or services intermediated through intermediary services.”
companies engage in this private decision-making. It is thus a meta content moderation law—public regulation of the private regulation conducted by internet platforms. This means it is a literal Meta law, the law of Meta Platforms, Inc. In April 2023, the European Commissioner for Internal Market Thierry Breton adapted a line from Spiderman to describe the DSA’s regulatory philosophy: “With great scale comes great responsibility.” With this caution, Commissioner Breton announced the initial list of services subject to the law’s strictest rules—namely, certain services provided by Alibaba, Amazon, Apple, Booking.com, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Pinterest, Snapchat, TikTok, Twitter, Wikipedia, Zalando. To make the announcement, he chose Twitter (now “X”), one of the companies designated a “Very Large Online Platform” (VLOP) under the Act.

The Digital Services Act is part of the European Union’s efforts to bring private power under democratic control. As European scholar Florence G’sell notes, the DSA responds to the “trend towards the privatization and automation of online speech control.” Margrethe Vestager, European Commissioner for Competition and Executive Vice President of the European Commission for A Europe Fit for the Digital Age, summarizes its goals: “It aims to protect online consumers from unsafe and illegal products, and it protects our right to speak freely online.” One prominent example of online speech control was the decision by many of the largest internet platforms to ban then-President Donald Trump in the wake of the January 6, 2021 attack on the Capitol by his supporters. European leaders, including then German Chancellor Angela Merkel, criticized the ban. French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire declared: “What shocks me is that Twitter is the one to close his account. The regulation of the digital world cannot be done by the digital oligarchy.”

The Digital Services Act will likely follow its groundbreaking European predecessor, the Data Protection Directive, in achieving a global impact—what the

---

4 Id.
8 Id.
scholar Anu Bradford has famously labeled a “Brussels Effect.” Americans, Bradford points out, may be surprised to find that “EU regulations determine . . . the privacy settings they adjust on their Facebook page.” Legal scholar Dawn Nunziato has written persuasively that the DSA, too, will likely carry a Brussels Effect, “influenc[ing] how social media platforms globally moderate content.” Large platforms are likely to apply various aspects of the DSA, such as transparency rules and perhaps dispute resolution systems, across their worldwide operations. I want to consider here another mechanism associated with the Brussels Effect—the explicit adoption of laws modeled on European rules by countries elsewhere. That is, rather than relying on corporations to globalize European legal norms, governments can do choose to do so themselves.

Introducing the Digital Services Act at the Berkeley symposium, Irene Roche Laguna, one of the European Commission architects of the Act, asked: “What would Putin do with this instrument?” She answered, “I want to think that the DSA passes the Putin Test.” I think the Putin Test would go something like this: If Russia cut and pasted the European Union’s Digital Services Act into Russian law, would that raise human rights concerns? Why single out Russia? Vladimir Putin has served continuously as either the President or Prime Minister of Russia since 1999. Putin’s government uses legal tools to stifle dissent and target political opponents with politically-motivated charges. In this Article, I propose to put the DSA through the Putin Test. We can also imagine versions of that test for other imperfect democracies such as Brazil, India, or Nigeria. These hypotheticals allow us to imagine a future Brussels Effect of the DSA.

Imagining a Russian Digital Services Act allows us to see how ruthless actors might deploy its provisions to target political enemies, utilizing its regulatory infrastructure from digital services coordinators to trusted flaggers to local representatives to ensure a favorable information environment in the country.

Some will consider this endeavor unfair or unreasonable. After all, the DSA was written by and for the European Union. It exists within a constitutional
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10 Id. at 3.
12 Anu Bradford, who named the “Brussels Effect,” observes that the de facto Brussels Effect can be “reinforced with a de jure Brussels Effect … when other countries’ legislators affirmatively adopt the EU’s strict standards.” Anu Bradford, *The Brussels Effect*, supra note 9, at 8.
13 Irene Roche Laguna, Keynote Address at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law 27th Annual BTLJ-BCLT Symposium: From the DMCA to the DSA—A Transatlantic Dialogue on Online Platform Liability and Copyright Law, (Apr. 6-7, 2023). Irene Roche Laguna is the Deputy Head of Unit dealing with the Implementation of the Telecom Regulatory Framework in the European Commission, at the Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG CONNECT).
14 Id.
framework, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and national constitutional constraints. The DSA also exists within the human rights framework covering the members of the Council of Europe through the European Convention on Human Rights—though, by that measure, so did Russia, which was a member of the Council of Europe until it was expelled in the wake of its invasion of Ukraine in 2022.

There is much to praise in the DSA, as it increases transparency and risk assessment and mitigation. My argument is not that the DSA grants national or regional authorities clearly excessive power. The DSA is nowhere close to a grant of plenary control over the internet. Rather it generally cabins itself within the rules of existing national laws that determine legality and illegality. Furthermore, the DSA does not provide government authorities the direct power to order the removal of material (though some provisions might be deployed in ways that approximate such power, as we shall see); rather it leaves questions of such removal powers to the national laws of the member states. The goal of this Article is not to criticize the DSA, but to begin to anticipate the ways that it, or laws modeled after it, can be abused by determined actors.

This article proceeds as follows. Part I argues that the Digital Services Act will likely carry a Brussels Effect. Part II then applies the Putin Test to the DSA—what would happen were such a law adopted in Putin’s Russia—and finds that there is cause for concern about the globalization of the DSA.

I. The Digital Service Act’s Likely Brussels Effect

Before we evaluate the Digital Services Act as a part of law outside Europe, it is useful to understand that such a result is both likely and, to some extent, intended. This Part argues that the Digital Services Act will likely carry a Brussels Effect, both de facto through changes in the practices of multinational corporations, and de jure, through changes in foreign law. This is not to suggest that the DSA will be adopted in whole either by corporations or governments worldwide, but rather to suggest that it will be substantially influential on digital content regulation well beyond Europe. Other states are likely to cite it to support their own efforts to regulate the content moderation practices of internet platforms.

As Dawn Nunziato argues, the DSA will likely have global impact. The DSA will, she explains, “likely incentivize platforms to skew their content moderation policies toward the EU’s approach. This is because the DSA levies huge financial penalties for violating its provisions, including maximum fines of six percent of a

---

16 See Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at recital 3.
18 Nunziato, supra note 11.
platform’s annual worldwide turnover.” Given these potential fines, platforms will ensure that European hate speech norms are reflected in their community guidelines, at minimum for EU states. Many internet platforms may find it convenient to globalize their content policies written for EU member states, allowing moderators around the world to be trained on a uniform set of policies to be applied globally, with exceptions for specific categories of speech that have different rules, such as nudity. Of course, even within the European Union, the definition of hate speech has varied among the member states.

Furthermore, some of the DSA’s obligations carry global implications. Parts of the DSA—such as those requiring platforms to provide explanations of why adverse actions were taken against users or requiring platforms to offer dispute settlement systems—might be rolled out by at least some VLOPs globally. All covered platforms must publish annual reports on their content moderation practices, including their use of automated tools, training measures, and complaints received. While these reports may limit their information to their European operations, they are likely to provide some insight into their global operations as well. Because some firms may adopt largely unified practices across the world, these transparency reports may prove useful to users across the world, not just in the EU. Internet intermediaries must also publish their “terms and conditions,” which include their community guidelines.

VLOPS and VLOSEs (very large online search engines) must provide a summary of their terms and conditions in machine-readable form.
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19 Id.
20 See Daphne Keller, Who Do You Sue? State and Platform Hybrid Power over Online Speech, HOOVER WORKING GROUP ON NATIONAL SECURITY, TECHNOLOGY, AND LAW, AEGIS SERIES PAPER 1902 (Jan. 29, 2019), https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/5699593/Who-Do-You-Sue-State-and-Platform-Hybrid-Power.pdf (“platforms’ operational preference [is] for a single set of rules. Teams that review massive volumes of user content struggle with logistics and enforcement consistency in the best of circumstances. Enforcing dozens of different rules around the world would, as Facebook’s Monika Bickert has pointed out, be ‘incalculably more difficult’ than applying a single, consistent set of Community Guidelines. For social networks and other communications platforms, inconsistent rules also create bad user experiences, interfering with communication between people in different countries. Maintaining a single set of standards—and perhaps expanding them to accommodate national legal pressure as needed—is much easier.”); cf. ANU BRADFORD, THE BRUSSELS EFFECT: HOW THE EUROPEAN UNION RULES THE WORLD 161 (2020) (arguing that U.S. internet platforms “made a strategic choice to switch to a more restrictive European style of hate speech regulation”).
21 Natalie Alkiviadou, Regulating hate speech in the EU, ONLINE HATE SPEECH IN THE EUROPEAN UNION: A DISCOURSE-ANALYTIC PERSPECTIVE 6, 7 (2017) (observing that “there is little coherence amongst EU member states on the definition of hate speech”).
22 Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at art. 20 (internal complaint-handling system); Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at art. 21 (out-of-court dispute settlement).
23 Id. at art. 15.
24 Id. at art. 14.
25 Id. at art. 14(1).
A number of mechanisms might globalize the DSA. First, companies could adopt DSA-compliant practices worldwide. This is a common form of the Brussels Effect in Anu Bradford’s account—when companies align their global practices with Brussels’ rules largely out of possible efficiency of adopting those same standards worldwide. This is also the main mechanism in Nunziato’s account of the global effects of the DSA.

Second, governments might find much to envy in the Digital Services Act—which validates burgeoning efforts to bring the internet under government control, provides special tools for speeding up the removal of illegal content under local law, procedural rules that might limit the power of platforms to label or suppress other content, power to evaluate risk mitigation measures, and “break glass” crisis control mechanisms—complete with the possibility of getting 6% of the company’s global revenue for violations.

A third mechanism is possible as well. The EU could itself promote the DSA as a global model, perhaps incorporating parts of it into its model free trade agreements. Here, the DSA does not offer a mechanism like the adequacy determination used in the GDPR, where foreign governments might seek to align their laws to the European standard in order to win easier access to digital trade with the EU. Because European countries are generally seen as well-governed, democratic, and compliant with human rights norms, they may be especially attractive generators of legal norms. This last possibility is the focus of this paper—governments across the world borrowing the European approach for their own laws.

Charlotte Siegmann and Markus Anderljung offer a set of possible mechanisms to globalize the EU’s Artificial Intelligence Act, which is currently being finalized:

- Foreign jurisdictions may expect EU-like regulation to be high quality and consistent with their own regulatory goals.
- The EU may promote its blueprint through participation in international institutions and negotiations.
- A de facto Brussels Effect with regard to a jurisdiction increases its incentive to adopt EU-like regulations, for instance by reducing the additional burden that would be placed on companies that serve both markets.
- The EU may actively incentivise the adoption of EU-like regulations, for instance through trade rules.


Nunziato, *supra* note 11, at 115 (arguing that the DSA “will incentivize platforms to skew their global content moderation policies toward the EU’s instead of the U.S.’s balance of speech harms versus benefits”).

See Regulation 2016/679 of the European Parliament and the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), 2016 O.J. (L 119/1) 1 (EU), at art. 45 [hereinafter GDPR].
There would be good reason for this adoption. The problems of disinformation, hate speech and communal violence, and election interference are particularly acute in many countries in the Global South. The concerns motivating the DSA in Europe are shared across the world. At the same time, institutional capacity and resources can be more limited, and civil society institutions and an independent press more fragile. Furthermore, states are often at grave risk of democratic backsliding, or already have authoritarian tendencies, with serious concerns about freedom of expression. This makes the adoption of similar rules in those states more likely to lead to abuse.

A Brussels Effect is likely to occur as a byproduct of the EU’s efforts to regulate the internet enterprises that serve its own population. A Brussels Effect, however, is not an official ambition of the DSA. At times, however, one can see some European regulators express the hope that the DSA might offer the world what they believe are more enlightened digital regulatory standards.

One EU leader has hinted at a hope that the DSA might create a Brussels Effect. European Union President Charles Michel has embraced the Brussels Effect and included the DSA in the list of EU rules that might have such an effect. At the Munich Security Conference on February 20, 2022, he stated:

There is something else that is very important: our regulatory power, often called the ‘Brussels effect’. Our standards, inspired by our European values, tend to become global standards. And this is true in many sectors . . . In the digital field, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) had a similar effect, and we are working on our Digital Services Act and our Digital Markets Act.

Despite President Michel’s warning elsewhere in this speech of “massive sanctions” upon Russian aggression in the Ukraine, Putin ordered Russian troops to invade a few days later. President Michel had linked the DSA to the Brussels Effect earlier as well as part of the European Union’s “regulatory power.” As President Michel explained

---


34 European Council, *supra* note 32.
in 2021, the Brussels Effect stems from the European Union’s position as one of the world’s largest markets:

> We have unique and undeniable strengths. Our market of 450 million people. And with it, comes our regulatory power. The famous "Brussels effect" – that enables us to set the highest standards for our citizens, while projecting these standards across the world. This is especially true in the digital domain. Take our General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2016. And today’s Digital Services Act and Digital Markets Act, proposed by the Commission.\(^{35}\)

Here, President Michel mentions the possibility that the DSA might be one of the standards that the EU “project[s] . . . across the world.”\(^{36}\)

> It is important to recognize that the hope to bring Europe's local rules to a global stage is not merely the assertion of power for its own sake. As President Michel explained in 2021:

> And as our Union has taken shape, it has also become a project of influence. Our large single market has made us the biggest trader in the world and, in turn, the largest exporter of standards—known as the 'Brussels effect'. Yet, the standard we propagate most successfully in our neighbourhood is democracy, fundamental values, and the rule of law.\(^{37}\)

President Michel’s hope, shared with many European regulators, is that Brussels can lead the way towards a democratic and liberal world order, founded on fundamental rights.

At the initial level, the Brussels Effect can be understood simply as a descriptive account of regulatory globalization, with Brussels driving global regulatory standards across a variety of domains. But it can sometimes also become a normative goal—that the rest of the world should move towards European Union rules, perhaps especially for global digital technologies. The Brussels Effect consists not just in a descriptive account of the globalization of a legal norm, but rather an occasional hope that the legal rules and standards of the European Union will become global rules and standards.

Anu Bradford has noted that the civil law style of continental Europe might have special appeal for developing countries:

---

\(^{35}\) European Council Press Release 63/21, Digital sovereignty is central to European strategic autonomy - Speech by President Charles Michel at "Masters of digital 2021" online event (Feb. 3, 2021).

\(^{36}\) Id.

\(^{37}\) European Council Press Release 666/21, Speech by President Charles Michel at the opening session of the Bled Strategic Forum (Sept. 1, 2021).
[The civil law tradition of the EU typically leads to precise and detailed rules, drafted in multiple languages, which are easier to emulate in developing countries that may have less-skilled administrative agencies and judiciaries. The Brussels Effect presents these countries with an opportunity to outsource their regulatory pursuits to a more resourceful and experienced agency.]

II. Putin’s DSA

We now turn to the Putin Test for the DSA. In order to imagine the Russian Digital Services Act—or the Nigerian Digital Services Act or the Indian Digital Services Act—we need to understand both the institutions and the norms embedded within it.

The normative focus of the DSA is to promote more vigorous takedown of illegal speech by internet platforms and, at the same time, provide due process-style rights for speakers who are disciplined by internet platforms. As Florence G’sell observes, the DSA’s “goal is to encourage [online platforms] to fight objectionable content while respecting users’ fundamental rights.” Both of these are, of course, noble goals and are likely shared by many governments across the world. Like the governments in the European Union, many governments are concerned about disinformation or hate speech circulating online. At the same time, they are rightly concerned that internet platforms exercise extraordinary power over global speech—deciding who speaks, who doesn’t, who can monetize their speech via advertising, and whose speech is promoted or demoted on their platforms.

But there are also more self-interested reasons for many governments to embrace these goals. After all, many governments complain about what they believe to be disinformation on internet platforms, especially disinformation about their own activities. And governments are annoyed when their own speech is labeled as misleading or false, disabled from amplification, or removed altogether, without appropriate process from the governments’ perspective. This makes the various mechanisms that the DSA offers to achieve its twin goals attractive for governments with authoritarian tendencies. We turn to those mechanisms now.

39 *Questions and Answers: Digital Services Act,* EUROPEAN COMM’N (Apr. 25, 2023), https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_20_2348 (stating that the Digital Services Act provides “[e]ffective safeguards for users, including the possibility to challenge platforms’ content moderation decisions based on a new obligatory information to users when their content gets removed or restricted”).
40 G’sell, supra note 5, at 86 (The Digital Service Act’s “goal is to encourage [online platforms] to fight objectionable content while respecting users’ fundamental rights”).
A. DSA: The Digital Services Coordinator

The Digital Services Act relies on a variety of enforcers, some newly created, and some currently existing. Some of these enforcers operate at the national level, and some at the European Union level.\textsuperscript{41} EU-level enforcement is a response to concerns of insufficiently strict enforcement by the national or sub-national data protection authority charged with regulating any particular data gathering or processing enterprise.\textsuperscript{42} Separate national regulators increase the variation in enforcement priorities and even quality among the regulators, but also increase the local knowledge they have.

The DSA establishes a new regulator—the Digital Services Coordinator.\textsuperscript{43} This is a position at the national level, not at the Europe-wide level, and thus requires the creation of at least twenty-seven such Coordinators across the Union.\textsuperscript{44} A single supranational regulator would in theory increase uniformity in the application of the law (potentially at the price of some local knowledge), but it would not make sense here because criminal laws related to speech have not been harmonized across the European Union. The national Digital Services Coordinators will themselves coordinate through a newly created European Board for Digital Services, with each member state having one representative on that Board.\textsuperscript{45}

The title suggests a relatively ministerial, administrative role, but the powers vested in the Coordinator are substantial.\textsuperscript{46} The Coordinator has a significant role in the enforcement of the DSA. Like the Act itself, the title of the role, Digital Services Coordinator, is somewhat of a misnomer, as the role does not give jurisdiction over

\textsuperscript{41} Supervision and enforcement powers are divided between the Member State in which the main establishment of the intermediary service is located and the Commission itself, which shall work “in close cooperation.” \textit{Digital Services Act, supra} note 1, at art. 56.

\textsuperscript{42} G’sell, \textit{supra} note 5, at 22 (“The DSA framework grants the EU Commission significant supervisory and enforcement powers, a departure from the usual jurisdiction of Member States. This may be attributed to criticisms of the country-of-origin principle, which gives exclusive jurisdiction to Irish regulators since many large technology companies are based in Ireland”).

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Digital Services Act, supra} note 1, at art. 49.

\textsuperscript{44} Member States are required to designate one or more Digital Services Coordinators. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.} at arts. 61-62.

\textsuperscript{46} The European Union did not make the mistake of the U.S. State Department when it stood up a new body it called “The Disinformation Governance Board.” Amanda Seitz, \textit{Disinformation board to tackle Russia, migrant smugglers}, \textsc{Associated Press} (Apr. 28, 2022), https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-immigration-media-europe-misinformation-4e873389889bb1d9e2ad8659d99775e9d. Senator Josh Hawley denounced the board, arguing that “Homeland Security has decided to make policing Americans’ speech its top priority.” Josh Hawley (@HawleyMO), \textsc{Twitter} (Apr. 27, 2022, 4:01 PM), https://twitter.com/HawleyMO/status/151940628876785152?s=20. While such a role was not the intention of the State Department, the name invited this confusion about its purpose.
all digital services. Rather, it only gives jurisdiction over internet platforms that serve as intermediaries for other goods and services.\textsuperscript{47}

The Coordinator can request data from VLOPs or VLOSEs.\textsuperscript{48} Importantly, there is a civil liberty constraint: these requests must “take due account of the rights and interests of the providers of very large online platforms or of very large online search engines and the recipients of the service concerned, including the protection of personal data, the protection of confidential information, in particular trade secrets, and maintaining the security of their service.”\textsuperscript{49}

The Coordinator receives user complaints and assesses them.\textsuperscript{50} The Coordinator also has the power to investigate the complaints.\textsuperscript{51} The Coordinator can demand information from platforms related to a suspected infringement of the DSA.\textsuperscript{52} This includes the power to conduct on-site investigations, and to seize information, regardless of storage medium.\textsuperscript{53}

The Coordinator chooses those who will be the “trusted flaggers” for platforms, whose requests for takedowns are to be prioritized.\textsuperscript{54} The Coordinator can grant trusted flagger status only to those entities meeting the following conditions:

(a) it has particular expertise and competence for the purposes of detecting, identifying and notifying illegal content;

(b) it is independent from any provider of online platforms;

(c) it carries out its activities for the purposes of submitting notices diligently, accurately and objectively.

Once designated, trusted flaggers are supposed to notify platforms of illegal material on their services, and the platforms are to act upon those notices “without undue delay.”\textsuperscript{55} Because of the special power of trusted flaggers to cause rapid suppression of speech online, the selection of which entities are entrusted with that power is of great significance. What if the approved “trusted flaggers” are not in fact to be trusted?

\textsuperscript{47} Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at recital 6 (“This Regulation should apply only to intermediary services and not affect requirements set out in Union or national law relating to products or services intermediated through intermediary services”).

\textsuperscript{48} Id. at art. 40(1).

\textsuperscript{49} Id. at art. 40(2).

\textsuperscript{50} Id. at art. 53.

\textsuperscript{51} Id. at art. 51(1).

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at art. 51(1)\textsuperscript{(b)} (granting the Digital Services Coordinator “the power to carry out, or to request a judicial authority in their Member State to order, inspections of any premises that those providers or those persons use for purposes related to their trade, business, craft or profession, or to request other public authorities to do so, in order to examine, seize, take or obtain copies of information relating to a suspected infringement in any form, irrespective of the storage medium”).

\textsuperscript{53} The Coordinator can enforce its orders by seeking a competent judicial authority to order the platform to temporarily cease services. Id. at art. 51(2)\textsuperscript{(b)}.

\textsuperscript{54} Id. at art. 22.

\textsuperscript{55} Id. at art. 22(2).

\textsuperscript{56} Id. at art. 22(1).
The Coordinator also has a critical role in the access that researchers will have under the DSA to information held by internet platforms: the Coordinator determines who is a “vetted researcher.”

The Coordinator also has broad enforcement powers, which include “the power to order the cessation of infringements and, where appropriate, to impose remedies proportionate to the infringement and necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end, or to request a judicial authority in their Member State to do so.”

In significant part, the Digital Services Coordinator exercises power over digital services companies that have their main establishment (or their legal representative) in the jurisdiction of that Coordinator.

The Coordinator can issue extraordinary fines that could reach amounts that are historic for all penalties: up to “6 % of the annual worldwide turnover of the provider of intermediary services concerned in the preceding financial year.” This is a 50% higher fine than available under the GDPR. The Coordinator can also seek a judicial order to temporarily suspend a platform under appropriate circumstances. The Coordinator also certifies dispute settlement bodies.

Each of these roles permits a personally, politically, or ideologically-motivated Coordinator to exercise those powers not on behalf of all of the people of the country, but rather a particular interest. Political or personal preferences might favor flaggers aligned with those preferences. Accredited dispute settlement bodies might favor a particular viewpoint. Researchers who may have better relations with the Coordinator may be more likely to be approved, helping produce studies that favor the government’s viewpoint. Indeed, a provision designed to allow the public to scrutinize platform actions through outside research could be weaponized to strengthen government control.

So, what might Vladimir Putin do with a Russian Digital Services Coordinator? Such a Coordinator might exercise his or her statutory powers in the interests of Putin himself. For example: the Russian Digital Services Coordinator might compel information from wayward platforms about critics of the Ukraine invasion, select trusted flaggers that mark opposition speech as illegal, approve researchers that were sympathetic to the Russian strongman, select dispute settlement bodies favorable to the government, and seek a judicial order to temporarily suspend a recalcitrant platform. A Russian Digital Services Coordinator might well become a Digital Czar.

---

57 Id. at art. 40(8).
58 Id. at art. 51(2)(b).
59 Id. at art. 3(n) (providing definition).
60 Id. at art. 52(3).
61 GDPR, supra note 29, at art. 83(4).
62 Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at art. 51(3)(b).
63 Id. at art. 21(3).
64 I thank Daphne Keller for this important insight.
B. DSA: Crisis Protocols and Emergency Powers

Finalized after the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Digital Services Act includes special emergency-type powers. First, it empowers the European Commission to establish crisis protocols for VLOPs and VLOSEs. Second, the DSA also grants the Commission the power to issue guidelines for the risk mitigation measures that the platforms undertake. Specifically, the Commission has the power to order “interim measures” against VLOPs and VLOSEs “where there is an urgency due to the risk of serious damage for the recipients of the service.”

It makes sense to prepare for inevitable crises with protocols in place to respond. And certain crises will demand immediate response. But emergency powers raise risks of abuse. Governments could use them to target what the governments believe to be election disinformation produced by the opposition, or communal discontent that might undermine those in power.

Russia again provides a warning. Prior to elections in 2021, Russian authorities ordered Apple and Google to remove an app created by supporters of opposition leader Alexei Navalny. Russian authorities claimed that the app supported a political movement that had been outlawed as extremist. Russia’s Roskomnadzor, the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media, banned Facebook in the wake of the Ukraine invasion, arguing ironically that Facebook was restricting “the free flow of information” because of its constraints on Russian state media. Washington Post technology writer Will Oremus aptly described this Russian claim as “Orwellian.”

A Russian DSA would offer Putin or his designated Digital Services Coordinator powers that would allow such repressive measures. A Russian DSA would allow the Roskomnadzor to designate trusted flaggers that would label any criticism of Putin as defamatory and thus illegal. A Russian DSA would permit Putin to order the removal of the Navalny-supporters’ political app on the grounds that it was carrying illegal content—in this case, election-related information provided by an opposition candidate. And it would permit Putin to ban Facebook itself on the ground that it was violating Russian law by interfering with Russian state propaganda.

---

65 G’sell, supra note 5, at 103.
66 Digital Services Act, supra note 1, at art. 36(1).
67 Id. at art. 35.
68 Id. at art. 70.
70 Will Oremus, The real reason Russia is blocking Facebook, WASH. POST (Mar. 5, 2022, 8:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/03/05/russia-facebook-block-putin-ban-roskomnadzor/.
71 Id.
C. DSA: Risk Mitigation

One of the DSA’s principal regulatory mechanisms is a requirement that VLOPs and VLOSEs undertake risk assessments and then put in place risk mitigation measures. The companies must perform an initial risk assessment and then perform annual assessments and additional risk assessments when introducing new functionalities that might raise risks. The bulk of the risk assessment and mitigation work is thus assigned to the companies themselves.

However, there remains a role for the government regulators. The risk assessments must be provided, upon request, to the relevant Digital Services Coordinator, as well as to the European Commission itself. The Board, in cooperation with the Commission, shall publish best practices for risk mitigation. The Commission, in cooperation with the Digital Services Coordinators (which presumably would occur through the Board), may issue guidelines that present best practices and recommend possible measures.

These mechanisms seem reasonably measured. However, an authoritarian state could use the recommendation and guidelines powers to pressure platforms to implement rules to control speech.

D. DSA: Local Representative

The Digital Services Act requires foreign-based digital intermediaries that serve the EU to designate a local legal representative. This representative could be held liable for non-compliance. Jason Pielemeier of the Open Network Initiative has worried that similar laws that require a human representative can amount to “hostage-taking” laws. The EU’s version explicitly permit a corporate entity to play the role of legal representative. Thus, the EU’s version of this requirement does not offer the

---
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opportunity for a government to threaten local employees with jail if they do not comply—only the financial consequences of having their legal representative fined (extensively, as the case may be). Yet, other governments might implement the local representative requirement to require physical employees. As we will see, Twitter apparently agreed to establish a local office in Nigeria in order to be permitted to return to Nigeria after it censored tweets by the Nigerian President for promoting violence.78

Russia passed a so-called “Landing Law” in 2021 to require physical presence in Russia of certain internet platforms, including through a branch, representative office, or other entity within the country.79 It is unclear whether a legal representative is enough, or whether actual employees are necessary to comply with the physical presence requirement.80 A Russian news website claims that of the large foreign internet service providers, “only Apple and Spotify” have fully ‘landed’ in Russia.81 The human rights group Article 19 worries that this Landing Law “could be used to suppress freedom of expression and access to information by making Internet companies vulnerable to online content removal requests or demands to disclose users’ personal data from the authorities.”82 Apple and Google removed the app by supporters of Alexei Navalny only after Russian authorities threatened to arrest their local employees.83

E. The DSA Elsewhere

It is not only Putin that may relish the powers of a Digital Services Act. Many governments across the world may embrace the ability to rapidly take down content they believe to be illegal and to punish platforms severely for lack of compliance with government views of what content is permissible or harmful.

Indeed, we see similar moves in laws across the world. Brazil’s new “fake news” law also adopts crisis protocols and state-supervised risk mitigation, all in the

78 See infra notes 89-90 and accompanying text.
83 Troianovski & Satariano, supra note 69.
service of slowing the spread of misinformation online. However, “critics decry it as draconian, rushed and open to abuse by special interests.”

Many have also criticized similar moves in Indian intermediary liability rules. A proposed Digital India Act will “regulate Big Tech,” but might raise similar concerns. The Indian government labeled a BBC documentary about the Prime Minister defamation, and the Indian information technology ministry ordered Twitter to take down tweets promoting that documentary.

In 2021, after Twitter deleted tweets by the Nigerian President because it found that they might promote violence, the government banned Twitter from the country. Twitter negotiated a return half-a-year later, with the government proclaiming that Twitter agreed to its terms. Twitter reportedly agreed to open a local office, pay taxes, and be sensitive to national security. Would a Nigerian DSA give the government power over all of the speech platforms, committing them to not censor government speech, for example?

---
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Even in the European Union, uses of the authorities provided by the DSA might raise questions. In July 2023, French Prime Minister Emmanuel Macron floated the possibility of a shutdown of TikTok, Snapchat, and Telegram after accusing them of contributing to the riots that followed the police shooting of Nahel M. \(^91\) Thierry Breton, the European Union’s Commissioner for Internal Market, explained that the DSA would provide this power in the future. “When there is hateful content, content that calls – for example – for revolt, that also calls for killing and burning of cars, they will be required to delete [the content] immediately,” Breton stated, citing the Digital Services Act, obligations which were not yet enforceable in July 2023. \(^92\) “If they don't act immediately, then yes, at that point we'll be able not only to impose a fine but also to ban the operation [of the platforms] on our territory.” \(^93\) Any such ban would only be temporary, however, as Florence G’sell points out: “Under Article 82 of the DSA, the European Commission can request a regulator to ask a judicial authority to temporarily restrict user access if there is a serious and persistent breach causing significant harm and involving a criminal offense threatening people’s safety or lives.” \(^94\)

III. Conclusion: Avoiding Digital Czars

All of the powers that the Digital Services Act grants are worthy and well-intentioned, designed to respond to the critical role of internet platforms in our daily lives, from politics to business to culture. But by pointing out the risks entailed in the globalization of the Digital Services Act, this Article hopes to ensure we anticipate the ways that the powers granted by the law can be abused.

Many of these rules can be weaponized by activist politicians, who have an incentive to promote speech favorable to them, and to punish speech that criticizes them or regales an opponent. As we have seen, there are a variety of mechanisms in the Digital Services Act that are open to such exploitation. That may be true of all laws—they depend on the prosecutor, the regulator, the policeman, and the judge to administer them impartially. But when it comes to speech regulations, we should be
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especially concerned—because here the motivations to bend the law in one’s favor are at their apex.

The DSA exists within a European legal framework that is interpreted by an independent judiciary. Evaluating its rules on its own does not recognize the constraints that may arise from other sources of law within the European Union. Any adoption of the DSA in foreign jurisdictions may not find a similar protective framework of laws and institutions. Legal transplants do not necessarily carry the old soil of institutions, practices, and people.

Governments across the world seeking to bring the internet under control have often turned to the EU as a model. For example, one of the sponsors of the Brazilian “fake news” law, Federal Deputy Orlando Silva, explained that the German NetzDG law had served as an inspiration for the debates of the working group that created the Brazilian fake news law.95 It is likely that the Digital Services Act will prove an attractive model as well for countries across the world.

At the same time, it is important to recognize that it is not only the countries of the former Soviet Union or the Global South that pose the risk of abuse. Even a President of the United States might install partisans in key spots to deploy agencies for political ends.96 Even within the European Union, there are potential areas of risk. Many of the twenty-seven member states of the Union share a recent history of authoritarian leaders. And every leader, regardless of political party, has an incentive to control information flow—to designate the opposition’s critique as defamation and lies.

This reflects what I have elsewhere described (with Haochen Sun) as the double-edged nature of digital sovereignty—digital sovereignty is both necessary and dangerous.97 Legal regimes must anticipate the exploitation of powers over our digital activities not only by corporations, but also by governments. We need law to protect us not only from profit-maximizing industrialists, but also self-interested politicians.

Indeed, the DSA does seek to build in what Americans might call checks and balances in certain cases. The DSA includes, at various points, limits to the powers it

grants, as well as procedural protections. For example, the Digital Services Coordinator is supposed to be an independent body. Its investigatory power is to be exercised in conformity with the EU Charter of Rights, and subject to safeguards in national law.98 In this way, the DSA relies on national legislation to provide critical safeguards. The crisis protocol, too, must include safeguards to protect Charter rights.99 Trusted flaggers are to meet various conditions.100 The guidelines issued by the Commission for risk mitigation measures occur only after public consultations and must take “due regard to the possible consequences of the measures on fundamental rights enshrined in the Charter of all parties involved.”101 This is hardly an act that is indifferent to the possibility that government officials might deploy those powers in abusive ways.

Even domestic checks and balances may prove inadequate. Many have advocated the use of international human rights law to guide and constrain the actions of private internet platforms.102 But at present there is no international law mechanism to enforce speech and political rights within offending states.

When we think about fundamental rights, we must always keep in mind that we should protect fundamental rights both against private corporations and the state. Opportunities for abuse lie in both sources—indeed, the state may pose a special threat in some cases—targeting dissenting or political minorities. Alongside our understandable desire to bring internet companies under democratic control, we should remain mindful of the dangers of excessive government control as well.
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